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Thinking and Problem-Solving presents a comprehensive and up-to-date review of literature on cognition, reasoning, intelligence, and other formative areas specific to this field. Written for advanced undergraduates, researchers, and academics, this volume is a necessary reference for beginning and established investigators in cognitive and educational psychology. Thinking and Problem-Solving provides insight into questions such as: how do people solve complex problems in mathematics and everyday life? How do we generate new ideas? How do we piece together clues to solve a mystery, creativity coaching, creativity exercises, entrepreneurship, group dynamics, innovation, leadership, organizational creativity in articles about advertising with art, creative visuals, business/management, metacognition, metaphors, problem-finding, problem-solving, and remote associates. Covers business and transitional states, analogies, attention, cognitive style, divergent thinking, flow and optimal experience, the development and expression of creativity across the lifespan, the environmental conditions that encourage or discourage creativity, creativity within specific disciplines like music, dance, film, art, literature, etc., the relationship of creativity and mental health, intelligence, and learning styles, and the process of being creative. This reference also appeals to a lay audience with articles specifically on the application of creativity to business settings. Available online via ScienceDirect and in limited print release. Named a 2012 Outstanding Academic Title by the American Library Association’s Choice publication Serves as a compendium of reviews of a number of domain-specific areas, such as acting, dance, expressive arts, film, food, music, religion, science, sports, theater, and writing. Creativity and education are examined in articles about thought processes, such as developmental trends in creative abilities and potentials, the enhancement of creativity, intelligence, knowledge, play, prodigies, programs and courses, talent and teaching creativity. Cognitive aspects of creativity can be investigated in articles about altered and transitional states, analogies, attention, cognitive style, divergent thinking, flow and optimal experience, metacognition, metaphors, problem-finding, problem-solving, and remote associates. Covers business and organizational creativity in articles about advertising with art, creative visuals, business/management, creativity coaching, creativity exercises, entrepreneurship, group dynamics, innovation, leadership, organizational culture, organizational development, teams, and training, among others. Explicitly examines the complex interrelationship between society and creativity in articles about awards, conformity and conventionality, the creative sector and class of society, cultural diversity, the dark side of creativity, East vs. West, networking, social psychology, war, zeitgeist, and others. Personal and interpersonal creativity is discussed in articles relating to collaboration, family, life stages, mentors, networking, personal creativity and self-actualization. Focuses on scientific information about creativity, there are also articles that discuss brain and neuropsychology, concepts of creativity, definitions of creativity, expertise, longitudinal studies, researching art, artists and art audiences, research methods, phenomenology research and qualitative research. Online version contains an additional 26 biographies of famously creative peopleOffers a thoroughly revised, comprehensive A to Z compilation of authoritative information on the education of those with special needs. The Creative Self reviews and summarizes key theories, studies, and new ideas about the
role and significance self-beliefs play in one's creativity. It untangles the interrelated constructs of creative self-efficacy, creative metacognition, creative identity, and creative self-concept. It explores how and when creative self-beliefs are formed as well as how creative self-beliefs can be strengthened. Part I discusses how creativity plays a part in one's self-identity and its relationship with free will and efficacy. Part II discusses creativity present in day-to-day life across the lifespan. Part III highlights the intersection of the creative self with other variables such as mindset, domains, the brain, and individual differences. Part IV explores methodology and culture in relation to creativity. Part V, discusses additional constructs or theories that offer promise for future research on creativity. Explores how beliefs about one's creativity are part of one's identity Investigates the development of self-beliefs about creativity Identifies external and personality factors influencing self-beliefs about creativity Incorporates worldwide research with cross-disciplinary contributors Creativity is an acquired skill, one that improves with practice. Cracking the Creativity Code shows you how! This book provides a proven method for generating world-changing ideas. It empowers individuals who have given up on their innate creativity, who believe that they have lost their creative powers through years of disuse. In a light, entertaining style, the authors describe their unique, structured approach to creativity. To bring the reader closer to this lost art, the authors present a 'Zoom in, Zoom out, Zoom in' technique to make 'creation' more accessible to everyone. Reinvigorate your personal creativity machines—once turned on, it will generate an unending stream of novel ideas that can change the world. This 1988 book provides sixteen chapters by acknowledged experts on the richness and diversity of psychological approaches to the study of creativity.Focuses on strategies to engage the learner's interest through heightening anticipation and stimulating continual involvement. Provides a practical scheme for integrating the cognitive and affective components of thinking skills instruction. Help maximize your child's chances of acing the COGAT(R)! Gifted test prep book for the COGAT Level 7(R); Workbook and practice test for Children in Grade 1. This handbook surveys clinical and educational considerations related to the foundations, models, special topics, and practice of psychological assessment. The crew of shipbreds technicians sent to the planet Ireta were prepared for a routine mission to catalog flora and fauna and search for new energy sources. When their rescue ship mysteriously disappears, they suddenly find themselves surrounded by giant swamp creatures, deadly predators, and terrifying dinosaurs. There has never been a longitudinal study of creativity of this magnitude—a 40-year study of creative achievement in adulthood of individuals who had been given creativity tests in childhood. This tribute to Alan S. Kaufman is edited by his son James, with contributions by a 'who's who' in IQ testing. As with most dynamic activities that are based on social and cultural contexts and rely on interactions, education is a complex and often ambiguous endeavor. Despite this complexity, scholars and educators are often required to find ways of defining and explaining what "good" teaching is and to incorporate these conclusions into teacher education. This book contains eight scholarly articles from various countries around the world and offers unique and up-to-date perspectives on relevant practices and pedagogies for teachers' professional education and development. In this international book, it is argued that there is a significant inspiration and enrichment to be gained by investigating the policies and practices of teacher education systems from all over the world. LEVEL: Key Stage 4 onwards. You will find plenty of uses for these reproducible activity pages, which mix philosophy, process, vocabulary, and art history facts with entertaining illustrations. Using inexpensive and accessible materials, the games, quizzes and worksheets are easily adaptable to suit a wide range of purposes and abilities. Delivering art ideas and information to students of all ages, ArtStarters is ideal for enriching your lesson plans, homework, substitute teachers, and students who finish in-class assignments early. Child prodigies. Gifted and Talented Programs. Perfect 2400s on the SAT. Sometimes it feels like the world is conspiring to make the rest of us feel inadequate. Those children tapped as possessing special abilities will go on to achieve great things, while the rest of us have little chance of realizing our dreams. Right? In Ungifted, cognitive psychologist Scott Barry Kaufman—who was relegated to special education as a child—sets out to show that the way we interpret traditional metrics of intelligence is misguided. Kaufman explores the latest research in genetics and neuroscience, as well as evolutionary, developmental, social, positive, and cognitive psychology, to challenge the conventional wisdom about the childhood predictors of adult success. He reveals that there are many paths to greatness, and argues for a more holistic approach to achievement that takes into account each young person's personal goals, individual psychology, and developmental trajectory. In so doing, he increases our appreciation for the intelligence and diverse strengths of prodigies, savants, and late bloomers, as well as those with dyslexia, autism, schizophrenia, and ADHD. Combining original research, anecdotes, and a singular compassion, Ungifted proves that anyone—even those without readily observable gifts at any single moment in time—can become great. Why Fly? is without argument, an important contribution to the body of theoretical literature on creativity. It makes this work unique, however, is that it's content and focus also enable it to stand on the shelf along side books on counseling/self help, curriculum development, school enrichment, business, administration, and leadership. In short, Dr. Torrance has successfully produced a book with nearly universal appeal and application possibilities. - Roepier Review . . . For readers who are well-versed in Torrance's major ideas and themes, the book will serve as a convenient reference resource and probably as a source of some previously undiscovered pieces. For new explorers into the creativity literature, it will provide helpful grounding in the work of a major figure in the field and foundation for new questions and directions. Gifted Child Quarterly Creativity is like an iceberg - the resulting new idea, or novel solution is only 10% of the effort. The other 90% is the complex interplay of thinking skills and strategies, personal and motivational properties that activate these skills and strategies, and the social and organizational factors of the environment that influence the creative process. Creativity in Engineering focuses on the Process, Person, Product, and Place to understand when and why creativity happens in the engineering environment.
and how it can be further encouraged. Special Features: Applies findings in creativity research to the
engineering arena Defines engineering creativity and differentiates it from innovation Discusses personality
and motivational factors that impact creativity Clarifies the role of creativity in the design process Details
the impact of thinking skills and strategies in creativity Identifies the role the organization and environment
plays in encouraging creativity Discusses the 4Ps of Creativity: Person, Product, Process, and Place Provides
tactics and tools that will help users foster creativity in engineering environments Identifies how creativity
results in innovative new solutions to problems Applies creativity research and knowledge to the
engineering space The research presented in this volume suggests that divergent thinking is an important
component of the creative process. Divergent thinking tests are probably the most commonly used measure
of children's potential for creative thinking. There are a number of unanswered questions about children's
divergent thinking and creativity which are answered throughout the volume and may be identified as
themes in the research. The first theme is that the capacity for divergent thinking may not be normally
distributed across all levels of ability (a relevant premise is that creative abilities are not evenly distributed
across domains of performance and achievement). A second theme is that divergent thinking is influenced
by the conditions under which it is assessed. A third theme of the book is methodological; several chapters
explore existing evaluations of divergent thinking tests. A final theme is that divergent thinking is important
for both basic and applied research. From the perspective of basic research, the divergent thinking model
offers an empirically supported view of a cognitive process. From the applied perspective, divergent thinking
can be viewed as one component of giftedness and predictive of several expressions of real-world
creativity Video games have become an increasingly ubiquitous part of society due to the proliferation and
use of mobile devices. Video Games and Creativity explores research on the relationship between video
games and creativity with regard to play, learning, and game design. It answers such questions as: Can video
games be used to develop or enhance creativity? Is there a place for video games in the classroom? What types of creativity are needed to develop video games? While video games can be sources of
entertainment, the role of video games in the classroom has emerged as an important component of
improving the education system. The research and development of game-based learning has revealed the
power of using games to teach and promote learning. In parallel, the role and importance of creativity in
everyday life has been identified as a requisite skill for success. Summarizes research relating to creativity
and video games Incorporates creativity research on both game design and game play Discusses physical
design, game mechanics, coding, and more Investigates how video games may encourage creative problem
solving Highlights applications of video games for educational purposes Recent research findings have
challenged the idea that creativity is domain-general. Domain Specificity of Creativity brings together the
research information on domain specificity in creativity -- both the research that supports it and answers to
research arguments that might seem to challenge it. The implications for domain specificity affect how we
move forward with theories of creativity, testing for creativity, and teaching for creativity. The book outlines
what these changes are and how creativity research and applications of that research will change in light of
these new findings. Summarizes research regarding domain specificity in creativity Outlines implications of
these findings for creativity theory, testing, and teaching Identifies unanswered questions and new research
opportunities A product from Mindflexors(R) Card Set American creativity has steadily declined
since 1990. That disturbing trend recently came to light through the work of leading educational
psychologist KH Kim, a recognized expert in creativity assessment. In this insightful and inspiring book, Kim
discovers the causes of the decrease in creativity and proposes methods of recapturing American creativity
in education, in industry, and throughout every sector of society. Through the life stories of innovators, Kim
debunks the assumption that creative people must be born with innate talents. She shows how parents,
educational methods, and cultures shaped innovators' creative expression. As her research clearly indicates,
cultural climates and attitudes (including over-reliance on standardized testing) often work against
innovation unless creativity is deliberately grown and developed. Culminating over twenty years of
extensive research, Kim has devised original models to identify creativity in people and organizations and
help it to blossom. Gardening metaphors illustrate simple but powerful steps to transform creative potential
into innovation. She emphasizes practical steps to cultivate creative climates (environment) in schools, in
homes, and at work; nurture creative attitudes (personality) toward learning, work, and life; and apply
creative thinking skills. Kim's models for creativity are complemented with evidence-based methods to learn
and practice creative skills in everyday life. Lewis Terman heralded the field of gifted education in the United
States by tracing the development of high-IQ children from their childhood in the 1920s to midlife and
beyond. The contemporary field of gifted education, building on the work of Terman and others, presumes
that gifted children become exceptional adults. Longitudinal research offers the opportunity for critical
examination of the way gifted children and adolescents are identified and illuminates the characteristics and
achievements that affect sustained achievement. Only long-term studies can directly address whether or not
gifted education is finding the right people and doing the right things. The studies demonstrate the fit
between longitudinal methodology and the central issues of gifted education. Collectively, they investigate
the early determinants of later academic and career achievement and creativity while employing varied
identification practices, perspectives, theoretical orientations, and populations. Creativity: A Handbook for Teachers covers topics related to creativity research, development, theories and practices. It serves as a reference for academics, teacher educators, teachers, and scientists to stimulate further “dialogue” on ways to enhance creativity. Discover practical, step-by-step instructions for accurately and effectively assessing creativity with Essentials of Creativity Assessment, a guide that provides useful information about using solid theoretical and research-based evidence for creativity assessment. Quickly acquire the knowledge and skills you need to effectively assess creativity, a popular measure of cognitive ability correlated with intelligence. Receive an overview of the wide variety of assessments that can be used to gauge creativity, enabling you to select the creativity assessment method that best fits the situations, groups of people, and programs that are involved. Help maximize your child’s chances of acing the COGAT(R) Level 8! When it comes to gifted test prep, don’t risk your son or daughter being unprepared and underperforming on test day. Ensure your child has sufficient experience in answering the COGAT Level 8(R) nine question types, thanks to this book’s 200+ practice questions. Historically, the brain bases of creativity have been of great interest to scholars and the public alike. However, recent technological innovations in the neurosciences, coupled with theoretical and methodological advances in creativity assessment, have enabled humans to gain unprecedented insights into the contributions of the brain to creative thought. This unique volume brings together contributions by the very best scholars to offer a comprehensive overview of cutting edge research on this important and fascinating topic. The chapters discuss creativity's relationship with intelligence, motivation, psychopathology and pharmacology, as well as the contributions of general psychological processes to creativity, such as attention, memory, imagination, and language. This book also includes specific and novel approaches to understanding creativity involving musicians, polymaths, animal models, and psychedelic experiences. The chapters are meant to give the reader a solid grasp of the diversity of approaches currently at play in this active and rapidly growing field of inquiry. As seen in Time, USA TODAY, The Atlantic, The Wall Street Journal, and on CBS This Morning, BBC, PBS, CNN, and NPR, iGen is crucial reading to understand how the children, teens, and young adults born in the mid-1990s and later are vastly different from their Millennial predecessors, and from any other generation. With generational divides wider than ever, parents, educators, and employers have an urgent need to understand today’s rising generation of teens and young adults. Born in the mid-1990s up to the mid-2000s, iGen is the first generation to spend their entire adolescence in the age of the smartphone. With social media and texting replacing other activities, iGen spends less time with their friends in person—perhaps contributing to their unprecedented levels of anxiety, depression, and loneliness. But technology is not the only thing that makes iGen distinct from every generation before them; they are also different in how they spend their time, how they behave, and in their attitudes toward religion, sexuality, and politics. They socialize in completely new ways, reject once sacred social taboos, and want different things from their lives and careers. More than previous generations, they are obsessed with safety, focused on tolerance, and have no patience for inequality. With the first members of iGen just graduating from college, we all need to understand them: friends and family need to look out for them; businesses must figure out how to recruit them and sell to them; colleges and universities must know how to educate and guide them. And members of iGen also need to understand themselves as they communicate with their elders and explain their views to their older peers. Because where iGen goes, so goes our nation—and the world.